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360 Lecture Capture and More

Have you ever tried to capture a lecture of a
great speaker that moves around the room?
Tried the various auto-tracking cameras but it
didn’t work out? Need to capture the whole
room so the viewer has the best experience?
Want to wow your audience with both live
streaming and automatically scheduled
recordings? Want to allow your viewers to focus
on what is important to them? Want to combine
the live camera video with simultaneous capture
of the speaker’s desktop?
Discover Video’s 360 solution does it all, and it
doesn’t get any better than this!

The Camera
Discover Video has partnered with Insta360 to
use the amazing pro camera in a classroom or
virtually anywhere. Set it up, enter a few
configuration values, and you are instantly
streaming a live 360 video to the DEVOS system.

advanced IoT control and video scheduler,
simply setup the single or recurring times and
your 360 video will start
and be recorded. The
scheduler will also
publish your video to the
desired content channel
so that your Video-onDemand is available minutes after your event is
over.

Live!
Streaming live video is the hallmark of the
Discover Video system. With
the 360 video, you can now
stream live engaging video of
not only lectures, but special
events like concerts, board
meetings, sporting events, and
more. You can control who can see it, record it,
and you can also tell the system to push the live
stream to YouTube and Facebook if you wish to
engage social media.

Viewing 360

The camera is outfitted with six 8K resolution
cameras, and the built-in stitching software
delivers an amazing 4K live stream to the
Discover Video system.

Discover Video’s built-in player technology
displays your live or
on-demand 360
video and the
viewer can mousemove to any view
angle they wish.
Gone are the days when the subject moves out
of the camera range. What’s more, the viewer
can mouse-wheel zoom or “pinch” in on any
portion of the 360 video. It’s UHD 4K video after
all.

Control & Schedule
While you can use the camera’s mobile or
desktop app to control it, the Discover Video
system can schedule it to stream and to record
at any time. Thanks to the DEVOS system’s
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Multi-View
Your 360 video can be part of the unique
Discover Video multi-view player. The Multi-
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view player gives you an on-the-fly, useradjustable
layout of up to
four
synchronized
videos. With
360, you can
include a desktop (e.g. PowerPoint) stream along
side your 360 camera stream, giving the most
immersive, most informative, and most
interesting experience possible.

Video on Demand (VoD)
Upload any video to the system for Video-onDemand viewing, including 360 videos. But
because you can record
your live 360 video
directly, your VoD can be
instantly available. Pure
HTML5 makes viewing easy on virtually any
computer, phone, or tablet.

and on-demand video stream
to any viewer on the same
network. So you can have
hundreds of viewers even when
your network capacity can only
support one! StreamPump fully supports your
360 video.

On The Road
The 360 camera can be powered from a
(included) rechargeable battery. You can record
your 360 video on-the-go, and the video is gyro
stabilized giving you an awesome 4K 360 video,
and it even captures the video from each of the
six camera as a separate video. Record to SD
card, or (better) plug in you’re your USB 3.0 SSD
drive. Then plug the drive into your computer
and upload your 360 to DEVOS.

How To Get The Camera
Active Directory

Order the camera from us for $3,495 each.

The DEVOS system fully supports your existing
Active Directory, but at the same time allows you
to add users outside of your
domain. Everyone with their
own account, making
security and add/change/delete a snap.

If you are already a Discover Video customer and
have a DEVOS, DVExpress, or Arcus system, you
need nothing else. The camera will work with
your system out of the box.

It’s the bandwidth, stupid
Streaming video requires a lot of bandwidth.
When you are alone in your home, you probably
are sharing your internet connection with only
your family. But when you are in the office, you
are sharing the internet connection with
hundreds, even thousands of people. 4K and 8K
video is at least double the speed of
conventional HD video, so your network may
need some help. No worries, StreamPump®
makes it easy to preserve your network
performance by automatically reflecting your live
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If you don’t have an existing Discover Video
system contact us or one of our representitives
for a quote.
If you wish to just enjoy the camera without the
benefit of a full the live, on-demand, intelligent
video system, we can take your credit card order
and ship you a camera.
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